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Abstract 
In daily life it is not safe for visually-handicapped people to walk alone and often 
they have accidents or lose their way. In order to improve walking environments, it 
is important to show clearly how vis叫 ly-handicappedpeople recognize spaces and 
their position in spaces, and what the clues to recognition are. 
In this study, in order to clarify the characteristics of search behavior, 
experiments are carried out in 12 kinds of model spaces of geometric plan. The 
behavior of the visually-handicapped is analyzed by walking locus, and the 
recognition of spaces, by sketch map and interview. 
1. Introduction 
65 
Recently in Japan, town planning which takes into account special needs has progressed, 
so that elderly people or handicapped people can now go out more easily. However, it is not 
safe for visually-handicapped people to walk alone, and often they have accidents or lose 
their way. Improvement of the walking environment is needed so that visually-handicapped 
people can reach their destinations safely by walking alone. 
It is important for such improvements to show clearly how visually-handicapped people 
recognize spaces and their position in spaces, and what the clues to recognition are1l. 
In this study2・3l, in order to clarify the characteristics of the search behavior of visually-
handicapped people, experiments are carried out by producing 12 kinds of model spaces and 
treating these people as main subjects. 
2. Outline of Experiments 
2 .1Subjects 
The subjects are seven visually-handicapped people between 19 and 27 years old, and 
nine eye-masked people with ordinary vision who are aged between 21 and 23 years old. 
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Table 1 Attribution of the subjects (the blind) 
●9● """ 
Subiects blind 1 blind 2 blind 3 blind 4 blind 5 blind 6 blind 7 
age/ sex 27years/male 20years/male 24years/female 26years/male 19years/female 22years/female 26teyecahrms(crnal 坦
occupation sbeulsfi-enmesps lomyaed n unstivuedresnit y domestic help gsrtaudueant e university unstivuedresnit y 
student 
1cost lcleag:se , !filacq 辿wr江ed level of handicap 1st clas, acquired 1st. clas, congenita I 1st clus, congenital 1st clas, congenital 1st clas. congenita I !st clas. congenital 
blindness blindness blindness blindness blindness blindness blindness ••—••••• 
age became blind 17 years 0 years 0 years 16 years 7 years 2 years 21 yea.rs 
disease glaucoma, cataract premature cobnlagceknoiutat l detachment of retinoblastom 
retm.1.t. 1s —"'—· 
cataract retinooathv the retina mizmentos--a ・ — 
eyesight 1: right light perception ゜ ゜ light perception ゜ ゜ 0.01 : left light perception ゜ 0.01 light perception ゜ ゜ light percept"'"io"n "'view nothing nothing l:lngle of 30 de印:e peripheral vision nothing nothing angle of 5芭壁翌eyesight 2 :light △ X ゜ ゜
X X 
゜:color X X X X X X :shape X X X X X X X -・ 
hearing normal normal normal normal normal normal normal 
•一training : age 17 years 6・18 years 6・15 years 13 years 8・15years 5・15 years 19・20 year8 
: contents walking training walking training walking training walking training walking training walking training 
daily life training daily life training daily life training daily life training daily life training daily life training 
braille training braille training braille training braille training braille training braille training 
personal computer thread work information technology 
braille reading ゜ ゜ ゜ ゜ ゜ ゜
●゜ "● ・-・ 
walking cane all the time all the time all the time all the time all the time all the time all the -t"● i"-m● ・""●●e "● '●"●"● ● " 
education:pritnal'. general course school for the blind school for the blind general course general course school for the blind general course 
:junior general course school for the blind school for the blind school for the blind school for the blind school for the blind general cour,,e 
:high schoc general course school for the blind school for the blind school for the blind school for the blind school forthe blind general cour::ie 
:university general course general course general course general course general course general course general course 
:professional education none none none none none none none 
hospital, bank, university, station, super 
Umeda Osaka, university, university, Umeda 0Ba-k・ a●●, 9● " 
destination 
customer parents'home market 
Kawaramachi Namba Osaka, supermarket, Yotsubashi 
Kvoto Umeda Osaka station Osaka ●● , __ ,
frequency 3 or 4 times/week every day once /2 or 3 days every day every day every day every da-・ y ●● "'●"'"" 
caucnrauecs・gtuo1svmtoe mr d epdloalcae ci1V,.i;th  a care・g1ve1 alone alone alone  alone alone alone 
a caee・,nve, alone alone w,th a唸 ,e・,n匹, alone pwortm)th,むeJoeafnoidtn 皿e hm困etransportation train, b us, taxi train trin, bus train, bus tram trin, bus 
housing type detached house apartment house detached house apartment house apartment house apartment house a 
dwelling style with family without family with family without family with family without family 
health condition good good good good good good goo .. ,_ 
Table 2 Attribution of the subjects (the eye-masked) 
Subjects eye・masked 1 eye-masked 2 eye・masked 3 eye・masked 4 eye・masked 5 eye-masked 6 eye・masked 7 eye・masked 8 eye・m● ""a● "B"k'"e"'● d ""9● • 
age/ sex 23years/male 23years/male 21years/male 22years/male 22years/female 23years/male 22years/male 23years/male 2. .3u.y  m.e , .av.ri:e.r/.sm. 1, ●t● a●v ●l●e ● ....
occupation gsrtaudueant e universitv university unsitvuedresnit v unstivuedresnit v unstivuedresnit y unsitvuedresnit v universitv student student student studen""t "'" 
eyesight 1 righ 1.5 02 1 0.5 1.2 15 1 2 1 5 10 
: left 1.5 0.2 1 0.5 12 1.5 1 2 1.5 1 ij. 一••
eyesight 2 light 
゜ ゜ ゜ ゜ ゜ ゜ 0 ゜
0 
color 
゜ ゜ ゜ ゜ ゜ ゜ ゜
。
:aha~ 
゜ ゜ ゜ ゜ """"oo,"゜m',地l hearing normal normal normal normal normal normal normal normal housing type detached house detached house apartment. house detached house apartment houi,e detached house detached house detached house 
dwelling style with family with family without famili with family with family with family with family with family withoguot ofad mーコily 
health condition good good good good good good good good 
There is also a team of nine stafs. They guide the visually-handicapped people, take photos 
on videos, record experimental data, conduct interviews, and so on. 
Attribution of the subjects is shown in Tables I and 2. 
2. 2 Experimental spaces 
Experimental spaces are created in a model laboratory. Situated in Kansai University 
(The lab measures 13m x 18m, its CH=3m, and the floor is carpeted. Illumination is 
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fluorescent light). Individual experimental spaces are made of corrugated cardboard panels 
(1800 x 900, in vertical usage). Experimental spaces are shown in Fig. 1. 
There are four kinds of experimental spaces of the square type, four kinds of the 
rectangular type and four kinds of the polygonal type: 
(1) Square type: side length is 10m, 8m, 6m and 4m. 
(2) Rectangular type: depth is 2m, and width is 10m, 8m, 6m and 4m. 
(3) Polygonal type: equilateral .octagon, equilateral hexagon, equilateral pentagon and 
equilateral triangle. 
(Radius of inscribed circle is 3m) 
I THESQUARE TYPE I 
→??
10,000 X 10,000 
10m SQUARE 
I THERECTANGULAR TYPE I 
10,000 X 2,000 
→??
10m RECTANGLE 
I THEPOLYGONAL TYPE I 
€) 
EQUILATERAL OCTAGON 
8, 000 X 2, 000 
I i I 
Sm RECTANGLE 
EQUILATERAL HEXAGON 
6,000 X 2, 000 
亡6m RECTANGLE 
゜
? ?
4, 000 X 4, 000 
4m SQUARE 
4, 000 X 2, 000 ロ!J4m RECTANGLE 
,:.;. 
EQUILATERAL PENTAGON EQUILATERAL TRIANGLE 
(Radius of inscribed circle is 3m) 
● : STARTING POINT ⇒ : STARTING DIRECTION 
Fig. 1 Experimental spaces 
2.3 Experimental period 
The experimental period was from 5th to 7th December, 2003. 
2.4 Experimental methods 
First, the subjects receive directions from staff members at the starting-point in each 
experimental space, and in order to recognize the form and size of these experimental 
spaces, they walk around them for 2 minutes (searching walk). If this walk ends within the 
time limit, the subject signals to the staff member. otherwise, when 2 minutes are passed, 
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the staff member gives a signal to the subject. 
Next, the subjects walk from the end point of the searching walk to the position that 
they think was the starting point (orientating walk). For this, there are no time limits. Their 
position after the orientating walk is recorded as coordinates whose origin is the starting 
point. 
Furthermore, at the end of the orientating walk, the subjects are asked to turn to face 
in the same direction that they thought they started in. This "direction angle" is the angle 
between the starting direction and the direction the subjects actually turn to. The angle is 
shown in terms of a scale, -180---180 degrees. 
The subjects al walk with the aid of a cane. 
After this, the subjects come out of the experimental space, sit down in a chair and 
draw a sketch map at a desk near the experimental space. The instruction for drawing the 
sketch map is "Please draw how the space felt." The eye-masked subjects have to draw 
two sketch maps; the first with eye-mask, the second, without. There is no time limit for 
drawing a sketch map. After drawing is over, a member of staff asks the subject what form 
and size the space is, what criteria were used for deciding the direction of return to the 
starting point and when they got there, which direction had they started out walking in, 
and what they noticed. Another member of staff records the interview with a video camera. 
The experiment is repeated using the same procedure in each different space. 
3. Results and Considerations 
3.1 Distance from the starting point 
The distance from the starting point is the length of the straight line drawn from the 
starting point to the subject's position at the end of the orientating walk. 
Distance from the starting point is shown in Fig. 2. 
In the case of the blind subjects, distance from the starting point is long in the 10m 
square and in the 10m rectangle, and it is short in the 4m square. In such square spaces, 
distance from the starting point varies greatly, according to the size of the space. In both 
square and rectangular spaces, the smaller the space is, the shorter the distance from the 
starting point is. In the polygonal type, it is longer. 
In the case of the eye-masked subjects, distance from the starting point is long in the 
equilateral pentagon and equilateral triangle, and it is short in the 8m, 6m and 4m 
rectangles. 
Comparing the blind results with those of the eye-masked, differences are slight in 
rectangles of 8m, 6m and 4m, and ultimate distance from the starting point is short. 
Differences in these spaces are small. 
With regard to the distance from the starting point, the results of the blind and the eye-
masked are similar for the rectangular spaces. In rectangular spaces, it is relatively easy to 
recognize one's position, but in the polygonal type, dificult. 
Walking Environments for the Visually-Handicapped: 
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Correct answer rate for the angle 
of direction 
3.2 Angle of direction 
Using the data of the angle of direction after the orientating walk, the correct answer 
rate is analyzed for each type of space. The correct answer of the angle of direction is given 
in terms of a scale, -22.5-22.5 degrees. 
The correct answer rate for the angle of direction is shown in Fig. 3. 
Correct answer rates of both the blind and the eye-masked are highest for the 
rectangular spaces, followed by the square and then the polygonal. The correct answer rate 
of the blind in the rectangular type is high. In the polygonal type, that of the blind in the 
equilateral triangle is highest, and the fewer the number of corners is, the higher the rate of 
the eye-masked tends to be. 
For al of the square and rectangular spaces, the correct answer rate of the blind is 
higher than that of the eye-masked. But in the rectangular spaces, the difference is small 
and the rate is uniformly high. 
This may be so because the short side of the rectangle is always 2m and there are both 
short and long sides. From this difference of side length it becomes easy to recognize the 
space and distance. In the 4m rectangle, the rates of the blind and the eye-masked are low, 
because the difference between short side and long side is small. 
For both the blind and the eye-masked, the variation of direction is large in the 
polygonal type, and the correct answer rate is low. It is difficult to recognize the direction in 
a space without a right-angle corner or in one that does not generally feature in daily life. 
3.3 Direction that they turn to first 
"The direction that they turn to first" is the direction that the subjects turn to at the 
wall reached first in the searching walk. Using the walking locus figures created after the 
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end of the experiment, we have classified them into R (right turn), L (left turn), and B (back). 
The factors governing the direction that they turn to are shown in Table 3. This is 
based on both interview and on observations of behavior. 
Since the subjects use a walking cane in their right hand, the direction that they turn to 
is determined by whether they make sure of the wall with their hand or with the cane, but 
they often shift the walking cane into their left hand. 
When they make sure of the wall with their hand, they use both the hollow of the hand 
and the back of the hand. Some of subjects show a body position with regard to the wall 
that is decided by risk aversion or by their habit in daily life. The direction that they turn 
to is also influenced by these two factors. 
It is thought that the completely turning round to the back is to better ascertain the 
space. 
Table 3 Factor of the direction that they turn to 
direction factor 
turn to The subjects have a walking cane in their right hand and 
the touch the wall with their left hand. 
right The subjects avoid barricades or dangers with their left 
(R) hand. 
The subjects tend to overlook some clues to the left hand 
space when they have a walking cane in their right hand. 
The subjects always walk with their left hand toward the 
wall. 
turn to The subjects touch the wall with their right hand. In this 
the case, there are two types. One is that they shift the 
left walking cane into their left hand and touch the wall with 
(L) their right hand. Another is that they touch the wall with 
their right hand keeping the walking cane in their right 
hand. 
The subjects are accustomed to walking on the right hand 
to the wall They fel confident when the wall is on the 
right hand side. 
The subjects walk along the wall using a walking cane in 
their right hand. 
return The subjects make sure of the starting point. 
to the The subjects make sure of the size of space. 
back The subjects make sure of the space form which they (B) 
imagine. 
The subjects make sure whether the walls facing each 
other are parallel. 
Some subjects said that they always chose either left or 
notes right for the first turn 
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3.4 Recognition of the space 
Recognition of the space is limited to that of the form and the size of the space plan, and 
the correct answer rate for this is derived from the results of the sketch map and interview. 
The form of the space that they draw in the sketch map and the way they describe the 
form in the interview are taken as their answer. With the size, 20% is the allowable margin 
of error. 
The correct answer rates for recognition of the space by both blind and eye-masked 
subjects are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. 
1) The blind: The correct answer rate for'both form and size'is high in the 6m square and 
the 4m rectangle, and it is low in the 10m square and the 10m rectangle. 
In the rectangular spaces, the rate for'incorrect'is low, and it is high in the 
polygonal spaces. The rate for'incorrect'is especially high in the case of the equilateral 
pentagon. In the rectangles, the smaller the space is, the higher the correct answer rate 
for'both form and size'. 
2) The eye-masked: The correct answer rate for'both form and size'is high in both the 4m 
square and rectangle, and low in the equilateral pentagon. In both square and 
rectangular spaces, the smaller the space is, the higher the correct answer rate for'both 
form and size'. The rate for'incorrect'is low in the rectangular spaces and high in the 
polygonal type. This is the same as for the blind. 
3) Comparing the blind with the eye-masked: For both the blind and the eye-masked, the 
smaller the space is, the higher the correct answer rate for'both form and size'and 
'only form'tends to be. But in the 4m square and the 4m rectangle, the rate tends to be 
low. It is thought that such spaces are too small for easy spatial recognition. The rate for 
'incorrect'increases in the equilateral pentagon. It is thought that the pentagon is a 
difficult shape for spatial recognition. With rectangular spaces, the rate for'incorrect'is 
low, especially for the 6m rectangle. For both the blind and the eye-masked, its rate for 
'incorrect'is 0%. It is thought that in the form of a rectangle 2m x 6m it is easy to 
recognize the space. 
3.5 Search behavior and clues to recognition of space 
Search behavior, clues to recognition of space and classification of walking are shown in 
Tables 4 and 5. They are based on behavioral observation and the interviews. 
In the experimental spaces, the subjects mostly search for clues on the surface of wall 
because there are few clues in the space itself. Subjects try to make out the features of the 
wall itself, or of part of the wall or a corner. In some space types, there are psychological 
changes in their behavior; feeling uneasy, disturbed. confused, and so on. 
Most of the subjects walk along the wall using either a walking cane or their hands, and 
others walk straight across the space. It is thought that walking straight across the space is 
mainly to make sure of the space. It is important that the blind can walk not only along the 
wall but also across the space. 
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Table 4 Classification of walking 
walking along 
1, w;J..a~lk o~eox~~ actly around The subjects find a base point and walk exactry around the space. 
the wall 
walk less than all The subjects think that they walked all around the space. 
around the space The subjects can't walk all around the space. 
The subjects don't think that they will try to walk all around the space. 
walk more than all The subjects don't think that they walked all around the space. 
around the space Although the subjects walk all around the space, they do more than 
exactry once around as a check. 
The subjects don't think that they will try to walk all around the space. 
walking across the space The subjects make sure of the features of the form imagined in their mind. 
straight across from wall to wall The subjects make sure whether the walls facing each other are parallel. 
the space The subjects make sure of the size of space. 
across the space The subjects make sure of the features of the form imagined in their mind. 
from mo 1 tr, ('f'trn吋
1afrcnrm oss rntrhne ,:sr ptanc匹eIl The subjects make sure of the features of the form imagined in their mind. 
!afrcorm oss rotrhne Pr spt.ao cre orn吋 The subjects make sure of the features of the form imagined in their mind. 
Table 5 Search behavior and clues to recognition 
search 
w,t的re叫叫andop,mre,amh .,ru試ndomingsint培hinkg th<ht"om,c釦iwpnro.知叫. im,se.atl .hi. n,di,pca匹ro, to reMn tn the虹紅tingpoin<
behavior 
search the characteristics of the wall 
discover indicator on the wall 
expand the arms and search on the wall with the hands 
1．magm． e 
pimraekdge icna t e a mafofop rm rimn the mind or in the mind 
predict 
predict a form by  the anugmle b of corners 
predict a form the er of steps and the angle of corn,irs 
clue of surface of the wall; a sense of touch 
the wall 
ltdeanpge rtebh e inofdiwfinxag alpts iaon eolsf ; wjoail ntp, alenegls th, wrinkles 
how to search the space tapping lightly on the floor with the walking 
walk along cane 
the wall search the stphae ce waslil dciong sthae ntlwy altkoiuncg hicnag ne thoe n wthal e floor walk along with the 
walalk ianlg oncag nte he wall touching the wall with the walking cane at 
clue to the 
space's sizi 
eotin ..,,mh匹eoo,.心belfe;印w紅,of,Iki,u血atnde咄m; p0 b如,yehヰoaneundrlriaen, to駈of thwe awlki,nlkineragnrae ne O< wall panel, 
expanding 
iwnatelk rvalos ng  the wall ctouncshtaing tly thte ouwcahl inwg ith e owne al hawnid th aot ne hand 
walk the wall 
lotshie ng way 
intervals 
how to search the space tapping lightly on the floor with the walking 
walk 
cswaeanlk rech inththe e spspace e shliodlidnig ng thte he walakliknig ng cacnae ne on so thae s flnoot r totouch across the 
space and 
behavior twhale k floin or the space sticking the walking cane forward or holding 
in losing on the walking cane to the side 
the way 
boaf se sepaoricnh t choose the base point on wta hne oaclre otronf  etr hpe  afinresl t t owfathl e pfiarnset l l waI
choose the  base pomt on a p p 
depend on the senses 
make sure 
m = ~ 西 th o nloeunmgtb如如h町,ofoffw就woali.叫m,, ,bp~ ,n~n,d 1" on or emorize e 
memorize memorize the that of the frst wall 
memorize the 
leonse gth e of waly lis n many corners 
mental 
eug,邸nt,eayro邸,ifynthfif呻eth皿",e•紐l"ot屯'mchヰefilW,~皿礁屯tineeglroeg,nrontouinbo 血,曲mchuW8ch ,埠吐edby w,Jking ran, 
etc. The whole picture is difficult although each side is understo'"o●●d● -. -・・ 
memorize the number of sides 
memorize the number of turns or the direction of turns 
make sure of the danirgelce  tiof n coarnsoefrts  enwaits h h taeh/esahdne ird teucrntios n of the body 
make sure of the 
make sure of the direction constantly 
4. Conclusions 
(1) If a space is smaller, it becomes easier to recognize one's position. It can be said that the 
blind are superior to the eye-masked in their sense of direction, but in the rectangular 
spaces the eye-masked recognize as well as the blind do. Rectangular spaces are easier 
to recognize than square or polygonal ones. The side length of a rectangle differs and 
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this difference becomes the clue to recognition. 
(2) The aberration in angle of direction is large in polygonal spaces, and the correct answer 
rate is also low. It is difficult to recognize direction in a space without a right-angle 
corner, and to recognize direction in a space that is not generally encountered in daily 
life. 
As the number of corners becomes fewer, the correct answer rate of the eye-
masked tends to be higher, but that of the blind shows almost no change. The number of 
corners does not influence the correct answer rate of the blind. 
(3) It is thought that the direction that the subjects turned to first is based on their own 
habits, but right turn, left turn and turn back has a reason, and these could be classified 
into groups. It is thought that such characteristics for the blind are different from those 
of the eye-masked in each space. 
(4) The smaller the space is, the easier its recognition, but it is thought that if the space is 
too small, recognition becomes more dificult. 
Certain types of spaces are easier or more difficult to recognize. Amongst the 
squares, the 10m square space is most difficult to recognize; amongst the rectangles, the 
6m space is easiest; and amongst the polygons, the equilateral pentagon is most dificult. 
(5) Because there are few clues to direction or shape of space in an experimental space, the 
subjects'behavior trying to get a clue from the wall could be seen. 
Search behavior and clues to recognition could be classified into eleven categories, 
and within each category there are several scenarios. 
Looking for a base point on the wall or at the corner and walking round the space 
was often observed during the subjects'searching walk. Some of subjects walked 
straight across the space in order to make sure whether it was the form predicted in 
their mind. 
(6) There are two types of walking in this experiment; one is walking along the wall, another 
is walking straight across the space. "Walking along the wall" could be further classified 
into three types, and "walking straight across the space" could be further classified into 
four types. There is a rationale behind each one. 
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